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About This Game

I was supposed to be happy. I was supposed to get married to the man I loved.

Why am I in the Demon World!?

----

Seduce Me 2: The Demon War is the sequel to the popular free-to-play otome game, Seduce Me the Otome. It follows the story
of Mika Anderson as she is suddenly thrown into the Abyssal Plains right before she is about to be married to one of the five

Incubi Brothers featured in the first game. What's even worse is that she is thrown there in the middle of a Rebellion against the
Evil Demon Lord and must not only assist Diana and the Rebel Leaders in the war, but must watch as the man she loves fights

alongside them after he comes to rescue her.

----

Seduce Me 2: The Demon World is a visual novel, an interactive story that combines graphics, music, and sound effects.
Throughout the game, you will make a multitude of choices that will affect your relationships with other characters and

ultimately what ending you'll end up at.

-Six individual stories to follow!
-Full English Voice Acting!

-Custom GUI
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-Original Soundtrack
-MULTIPLE endings

-The original and lovable incubi and succubus (James, Erik, Sam, Matthew, Damien, and Diana) romance routes CONTINUE!!
-Unlockable Bloopers!
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Title: Seduce Me 2: The Demon War
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
Michaela Laws
Publisher:
Michaela Laws
Release Date: 20 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

English
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seduce me 2 the demon war скачать. seduce me the otome 2 demon war. seduce me 2 the demon war characters. seduce me 2
the demon war guide

I first picked up the first game and thought it was just a porn game, but it was free so I thought I would try it out and laugh and
stuff. But the characters and story was really good, so I picked up the 2nd game and it was an amazing experience and I want
more with these characters. Haha. Lovely game, very sweet. Art is meh though. But everything else is awesome. At least the art
is an improvement from the 1st game. It took me around 7hrs just to complete one character story so am excited what is in store
for the other guys.

I would highly recommend this as one of my favourite otome games.
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